GAME SHOW MADNESS

Ursula had wanted to appear on a game show for years and years. She wanted to be in front of the camera she wanted her friends and family to see her win something she didn’t care if it was a million pound jackpot or a toaster oven as long as she could say she was a winner. To this end she had spent hundreds of hours applying to every sort of game show she could think of. However she should have checked what show she was taking part in before signing up. She was walking around the shopping centre when she noticed a woman with a clip board next to a stand.  She was waving the clipboard about to passing people when Ursula walked up she saw the stand had a large sign “Sign up today Appear on television”. Ursula’s feet kept moving her forwards while her brain began to fantasise about appearing on television. The woman held out a thick pile of paper and started filling it in for Ursula. She would be a game show contestant . Ursula just nodded and finally signed the document. The woman handed her an envelope and Ursula slowly walked away a dreamy look in her eyes.

It was two hours before Ursula opened the envelope it was marked up sunny views enterprises. She had been excited fantasising about what she would do what she would win. When she had finished a round the world cruise in her head she opened the letter and found out the details of her television debut. The show she had signed up for was “Game show madness”. It was about the most humiliating game show on television ever. There was a host William who dressed up like a doctor in a lab coat with a stethoscope and crazy glasses. He had two assistants blond six foot Amazon twins who dressed as two sexy nurses with high heels garters short skirts and low cut uniforms. They were also sadistic bitches they each wore a utility belt dripping with cuffs muzzles paddles and the like. Some contestants broke down and cried before they even laid a finger on them for the penalty‘s and for fits. There were even rumours that the losing contestants became the playthings of the terrible twins for a week encouraging the contestants to try much harder the next week.

The premise of the show was two contestants would compete against each other to escape the game show asylum the mock up set of an asylum Ursula was certain it couldn’t be a real one? The contestants would take part in crazy games some mental some physical all the while in a straight jacket. At the end of the show they would have to struggle out of there straight jacket timed against the other contestant. If a contestant won the challenges or got a lot of questions right they would have there straight jacket loosened to make it easier to get out of, A brain box would have little trouble with the questions. If a contestant lost then there straight jacket would be tightened and they would have extra penalties added making escaping that much harder. Ursula remembered one episode of the show she watched one poor contestant had tried to escape while in a bath tub of baked beans the beans had ended up inside the straight jacket and the contestant had not gotten out of the straight jacket.

Ursula was nervous about the show she was even more nervous when she turned up on set. The building was gothic and decaying the set was quite remote far from anything, she had to take a cab a long way from the bus station to get to the place along some almost forgotten roads. The show had been built in and around what had apparently been an old hospital psychiatric ward, that had been converted into the stage and set for the show, Ursula had to look at it twice before she believed it. She was led inside by a thin wiry man a production assistant he led her to the dressing room. Her dressing room still had the padding on the walls there was a wire grill over the mirror to stop someone smashing it there was little apart from a table 2 stools and a locker. Ursula was compeating against another woman called Jackie. After a few seconds of speaking to her Ursula was very nervous. Jackie was in her thirties she had told her how she was a university professor and as a hobby competed in triathlons. Ursula was beginning to think she would be out gunned for the show both on the physical and mental challenges she had spent all her effort getting on a show and thinking about what to do with the winnings but nothing on how to prepare hopefully luck would be on her side.

The two Amazon nurses burst into the dressing room they had Ursula’s costume. They introduced themselves as nurse pain and nurse discipline. they had a smug air of menace about them they had quite striking costumes in person they were far more scary than on the TV show there was a wild fire in there eyes that said they did not care how much they hurt you. Both nurses wore there black hair in short bobs they had vamp red lipstick over the top eye shadow it gave them a predatory quality. They had little nurses caps and white tops that were open to show a massive amount of pale cleavage a large portion of a heavy duty red wonder bra was also visible. They had painfully tight waist clinchers over there uniforms it gave them an unnatural quality to there figures which helped add to the creepy factor. They had short tight white skirts with black garters extended below this attached to tight stockings. They had six inch strap on heels, the shoes were white they were pointed and spiky and intimidating like a stiletto knife. Both nurses wore elbow length white leather gloves the back of the gloves were heavily studded. Both women wore thick high collars one had a tag Pain handing below it the other had a tag with Discipline hanging below it. Ursula immediately got the idea it would be a very bad thing to give them any trouble or lip.

Quickly and forcibly Ursula was striped naked the nurses pulled all her clothes off and put them in the locker. With a practiced ease Ursula was forced her into an extra small straight jacket nurses pain and discipline pushed and pulled her like a rag doll into the garment. It was tightly buckled down the back The two nurses had to stop themselves from tightening it to far they had to at least give the contestants a chance. Ursula’s arms were fed through a front loop then side loops then buckled behind her again the nurses had to resist the urge to tighten the sleeves until the occupant begged for mercy. A pair of flimsy frilly pink silk panties were pulled up Ursula’s legs and over her crotch then a pair of black stockings were clipped onto the hem of the straight jacket. The crotch strap was buckled tightly pushing the pair of silk panties deeply into her crotch the nurses had to again restrain them selves from tightening the jacket if they had there way it would be so tight Ursula would have had trouble standing let alone walking. The nurses forced Ursula’s feet into uncomfortable pointy 3 inch strap on heels she could barely walk in them as she was not used to the pencil heel. Ursula had seen Jackie smile as Ursula was brutally prepared for the show. Now Ursula had some pleasure in watching Jackie receive the exact same treatment.

A few minutes late all four of them were on stage just before the show started. nurse pain stood to Ursula’s left a firm grasp on her shoulder with her left arm, in her right hand was a dog catchers noose Ursula eyed this implement with trepidation she was sure if she lost her nerve now she would be dragged back with the horrible implement. Jackie stood to her right nurse discipline stood to Jackie’s  right holding a equally firm grip on Jackie. with a giant spanking paddle held over her other shoulder, Ursula did a double take it was three feet long and had studs of some kind what had she signed up for. Ursula felt nervous on stage small straight jacket showing every curve she possessed. pink panties peeping out from behind the crotch strap. stockings and 3 inch strap on heels. The host a thin man called William came onto the stage the cameras started rolling and he introduced the two contestants. “please give a big round of applause for our two victims Jackie and Ursula”

William smiled and gestured to the nurses. Nurse pain threw the dog catcher off the stage and then none to gently pushed Ursula in front of a microphone stand, nurse discipline pushed Jackie in front of a matching microphone. William introduced the first round of the show “tonight ladies and gentlemen we have these prizes on offer 500 cash a fitted kitchen a new laptop and a years free grocery shopping of course if contestants get all there questions right additional prizes will be added”. William took a deep breath “in the First round the contestants will have there arms at risk the winner has there jacket arms loosened by 3 notches, and the loser has there arms tightened by three notches, unless they get all the questions wrong and then they get there jacket tightened by 2 more notches as a penalty.” Ursula gulped deeply at this news”.

William smiled “now for the first round world capitals Jackie to start”. Jackie looked focused and calm William held up some cards “Jackie what is the capital of Portugal” Jackie did not even hesitate “its Lisbon”. William nodded “correct what is the capital of Belarus” Jackie had to think for a second “Its Minsk” she calmly replied. William continued “Correct what is the capital of Malaysia” Jackie smiled “easy I went on holiday there its Kuala Lumpur” William smiled “correct again”. William turned to Ursula “after that performance you will have to get 3 correct answers and the bonus question correct to win this round”. The spot light shone in Ursula’s face She was very nervous geography was not her strong suit. William looked at her “What is the capital of Uruguay”. Ursula spoke without thinking “is that even a country”. William looked at her his eyebrow raised “no the answer is Montevideo what is the capital of Paraguay. Ursula looked very nervous she was going to get her straight jacket tightened but she could not bear to have it tightened the two extra notches she had to get one question correct. Ursula tried to fish for more information “is that in south America” but William was strict on the rules “no the answer is Asuncion what is the capital of Myanmar”. Ursula looked at William as if he had grown another head it sounded French to her “is it Paris” she answered. William looked irritated “ no the answerer is Rangoon nurses do your duty 5 notches make our contestant aware of the price of failure”. Ursula tried to back away The camera focused in on her as she squirmed. The two female assistants brutally tighten the arm strap on Ursula. Her elbows were pulled closer together her arms were pulled so tightly into one another that Ursula soon felt a tingling in her arms then she felt every thing below her elbows slowly getting numb the jacket was punishing tight a single tear rolled down her cheek. Jackie had the same strap released by 4 notches.

Nurse pain pushed Ursula back in front of the microphone. William started again “now for the Second round we will add a sedge way to the prize pile if someone can get three questions correct. This round is on kings and queens of England. The object of this round is to make escape easier the back straps on the winners straight jacket will be loosened 3 notches but the loser will have there straps tightened three notches and a 2 notch penalty if one of you gets all there questions wrong”. William turned to the contestants “Jackie when did king William II reign?” Jackie thought about this for a second “it was from 1087 to 1100”. William smiled “correct who succeeded Henry III”. Jackie smiled she knew the answer “ it was Edward I he succeeded Henry the 3rd.” William grinned “these are to easy how about something a little tougher where was Edward II murdered”. Jackie smiled again it was unnerving for Ursula “the answer is Berkeley Castle”. William grinned again “correct now lets move on to Ursula again you have to get three questions and the bonus correct”.

Ursula was in exactly the same position as before she whimpered did this woman get anything wrong. William looked at Ursula “Ursula which monarch started the hundred years war?”. Ursula thought for a second “was it Henry the eight?” William frowned. “no it was Edward the 3rd now for the second question which English monarch married Catherine of Braganza.” Ursula had no idea she blindly stabbed at an answer distracted by the pain in her arms “was it William the conqueror?”. William looked very disappointed “ No it was Charles the 2nd  moving onto the 3rd question being in mind you are about to receive a very stiff penalty if you get this wrong which English monarch ruled in 1762” Ursula looked at William “I don’t have any idea pass?”. William looked for a second at Ursula “no it was George the third no passes on questions nurses do your duty.” the camera focused in on Ursula. Before Ursula could protest the two nurses fell on her she was pushed to the floor nurse pain sat on her legs with her knees clamped over Ursula’s using enough strength to crush flesh. Nurse discipline clamped Ursula’s head tightly between her thighs leaving Ursula helpless as the two nurses brutally tighten the back strap on Ursula’s straight jacket it took them five minutes to pull each strap five notches tighter by the end of it Ursula found it hard to breath. Ursula could feel the jacket pushing against every rib. the jacket may as well have been a second skin. The most painful part was watching them loosen Jackie’s jacket by 3 notches it looked pretty comfortable now.

The two nurses returned the breathless Ursula to her microphone. William looked her up and down “now time for the Third round its going to be science questions if someone answers 3 questions correct then we add a weeks holiday to Jamaica to the prize pile. The last strap the crotch strap is the focus of this round the winner has there’s loosened 3 notches the loser has there’s tightened three notches and there is a 3 notch penalty if you get all questions wrong, that Ursula will probably be regretting very soon lets see if she can get a single question correct.” Ursula was on the point of tears it was so embarrassing she couldn’t even hide her face with her hands. William continued “Jackie what it the atomic number of nitrogen” Jackie smiled “easy number 7”. William beamed back “correct what is the half life of Fermium”. Jackie continued her perfect score “the half life of fermium is 100 days” William grinned “correct as we have com to expect what is the chemical symbol for uranium”. Jackie smiled “you have to make them harder its U” William continued “that is the correct answer once again you have 3 correct answers you have added a holiday to the prize pile and are one step closer to enjoying it Ursula you have some catching up to do”.

William smiled an evil smile at Ursula “Ursula what is the atomic number of Scandium you have 5 seconds”. Ursula began to lose it “please don’t you cant” William ignored her “the correct number is 21 what is Osmium Commonly used for as part of an alloy”. Ursula was completely baffled “please let me go I didn’t think this through” William continued ignoring her “the correct answer is its used in fountain pen tips what is the chemical symbol for Curium”. Ursula looked at William “please I don’t know the answer please for the love of god no” William continued to grin “the correct answer is Cm nurses please do your duty”. Ursula tried to move away from nurse pain only to stumble in her high heels and land in the arms of nurse discipline, a hand firmly clamped over Ursula’s mouth. The two nursed brutally tighten the crotch strap on Ursula. Nurse pain pulled the strap upwards which lifted Ursula off her feet while nurse discipline pushed down on her shoulders to keep her in place. When they were finished the crotch strap had practically disappeared it was so tightly imbedded in Ursula cutting her in two she found it hard to stand without assistance thought the tightness of the strap seemed to stir something in her that was distracting and not completely unwelcome.

The two nurses frog marched Ursula and Jackie to a different part of the set, it was in darkness. William took up his position then began his usual spiel “now we have the Forth round today it is the assort course if one of you finishes in under 4 minutes we add a smart car to the prize pile. You know the drill ladies the penalty for the loser is they get a lovely set of rigid ankle cuffs with a 6 inch bar while the winner remains unhindered if one of you fails to complete the course in 6 minutes they get a spicy little surprise.” The two nurses positioned Ursula and Jackie there were a few seconds then William turned the lights on over the assault course. Both Ursula and Jackie gowned the course would be hard enough without the jacket. William set of a starting pistol. Both women slowly approached the course the first obstacle was a series of stepping stones Jackie seemed to be perfectly at home in the heels but Ursula found her balance a real problem as she wobbled over one pond of glop after another she was slow but at least she didn’t fall in.

Ursula watched Jackie disappear over the next obstacle. Ursula arrived at the next obstacle it consisted of getting over 3 hurdles each one higher the first hurdle she just about managed to clear landing face first in a padded mattress on the other side. The second hurdle was worse the first time she attempted it she slid off . Ursula had to take a running jump then she slammed hard into it flipped over and landed winded on the mat below her poor chest taking a lot of the impact. The third hurdle Ursula managed to navigate but without much dignity if the heels had not been strapped on she would definitely have lost one. By the time Ursula saw the next obstacle Jackie was so far in front she could not see her. There was a wall with a hole in the middle of it Ursula had to squeeze thought it. Then the next one even smaller then the final one which she was amazed she got through she was surprised she didn’t get stuck with her chest out the front and her round backside hanging out the other end. 

With the three hole’s the camera‘s focused closely on the contestants rear Ursula was turning red. The next obstacle was a gate with a switch on a pull cord the problem was she had to get hold of the pull cord with her teeth to open it, it was on the ground with no free cord. On the end of the pull cord was a 3 inch rubber ball Ursula had to kneel down on her knees then grab the ball with her teeth it took a lot of effort to wrap her teeth round the ball then give the cord a good pull, the door then opened. Ursula soon found that even thought the door was now open the ball had fixed itself in her jaw. The ball was made of a moisture activated material when it got wet it expanded Ursula had fallen into a crewel trap she had to struggle and thrash for quite some time to get free. Desperate Ursula heeded for the final obstacle a crawl through a 20 meter trench filled with lime green jellow in. Ursula dived into the jellow and came out chocking she pushed and squirmed her way forward her feet bailey getting any grip she slowly made her way through like some kind of worm.

William was standing at the end of the course “I have some good news and some bad news the good news is that Jackie completed the course under the time limit and now a smart car has been added to the prize pile the bad news is that you have lost and gone over the maximum time limit by about 30 seconds you now get a spicy surprise”. The two nurses picked Ursula up and dragged her away behind a screen one of them ran out and grabbed a bottle of extra strength chilli sauce. “god no please not there have mercy please” the audience could hear Ursula begging then there was a garbled scream. After some sobbing the two female assistants marched a limp Ursula out from behind the screen. Nurse pain held Ursula in place while nurse discipline brutally ratcheted a pair of ankle cuffs with a fixed bar onto Ursula’s ankles. Ursula found she could bailey stand with the additional restraints very slowly Ursula was lead back to the centre of the stage. She found it hard to walk but got the smallest enjoyment watching Jackie jetted down with a fire hose to remove the jellow before she was marched up against a wall to receive the same treatment.

William began his spiel again “welcome ladies and gentle men to the Fifth round this time its mathematics mental arithmetic in its purest form. Of course there are rewards if one of you gets all five questions correct we add a thousand pounds to the prize pile. But if you get any questions incorrect there is a penalty in this round the more questions get wrong the larger the ball gag the girls get. Of course get all questions right and no ball gag”. William paused for a moment nurse discipline walked over holding a rack of five ball gags William continued “get 1 question wrong” the nurse pointed to a small gag. William grinned “get 2 questions wrong” the nurse pointed to a much larger gag with a chin strap. William smiled “get 3 questions wrong” the nurse pointed to a larger locking gag with a wider strap. William was grinning like the grinch “get 4 questions wrong and” the nurse pointed to a really large gag with a chin strap and a Y shaped harness. William grinned with a look like the devil “get all questions wrong which we can pretty much guess Ursula will and she will be the proud owner of ” Nurse discipline held up the last gag licking it along one strap with her tong. Ursula took a good look. It was a monster of a gag that looked like it was designed to muzzle a grizzly bear or Hannibal lector.

William began again “Jackie I know this is a formality but I have to ask you these questions before we gag Ursula , Jackie what is the square root of”. Ursula did not hear the answer she could not focus on anything other than the gag she did not like anything in her mouth she had a bit of a phobia of the dentist. William was continuing with the questions to Jackie “the formula for” was all Ursula herd she was still focused on the gag it could not possibly fit in her mouth. Ursula was dimly aware as Jackie got the 3rd question correct then the 4th and finally the 5th  question correct. William turned to Ursula “ok time for your questions”. Ursula did not hear the first question “could you please repeat that”. She asked William looked at her “so sorry but I cant accept that as an answer moving on to the next question”. Ursula begged him “please your going to fast I cant hear you” William grinned “I am sorry again I cant accept that as an answer moving on to question 3”. Ursula begged him “please don’t gag me I will do anything”. William smiled “sorry incorrect moving to question four”. Ursula began to get hysterical “please mercy I will choke please not the gag” Williams only response “incorrect moving onto question 5” Ursula just stood there tears rolling down her eyes. After ten seconds William looked at the nurses “I am sorry time is up give the lovely lady her gag”. Before Ursula could scream nurse pain had her in a head lock nurse discipline pushed the gag home. The two women used all there strength to apply the large harness ball gag Ursula felt it cut into her cheeks she was drooling uncontrollably, she felt like she was choking.

William looked at the two contestants “that last round always leaves them speech less now we move onto the last round where we add to the prize pile tonight a new sofa bed will be added to the prize pile if one of our contestants beats the other completely. In the sixth round the two contestants face of against each other with a little game they control the game by putting weight on each foot to move a virtual paddle we are looking at a little game of pong but with the usual twist the loser gets a nice rigid leather discipline hood lets begin”. The two nursed picked up Jackie and Ursula and moved them onto a different part of the stage for the 6th and final round. There was a large display screen with two bars and a 1 to ten score bar on the side of each player was the graphic of a hood. Ursula tried to complain about how it was unfair but she couldn’t get a murmur past the large ball gag. Ursula tried to play the giant game of pong using her feet on the peddle controllers however she could swear her paddle on the screen was shorter and moved unresponsively. Ursula found it difficult with the rigid cuffs her ankles hurt. On the display she was losing badly she had not gotten a single point. The animation of the 2 hoods showed Ursula’s slowly descending as she lost. When the graphic of a hood reached the bottom after Ursula had lost ten straight games nurse discipline and pain pounced. A harsh leather hood was pulled over Ursula’s head it was laced and strapped and locked in place plunging her world into darkness a crushing pushing sensation all over her face .

William took the middle of the stage “now we come to the final challenge whoever escapes there little straight jacket first will get every prize in the pile whoever doesn’t escape in the allotted time will spend a week with nurse pain and discipline. they used to work in a psychiatric hospital but were thrown out for being too harsh on the patients let the challenge begin.” 

Thinking about any escape attempt Ursula reflected it was unlikely with her arms tightened into a painfully tight embrace. The back straps tightened till she could barely breath and the crotch strap tightened so close it was trying to become part of her. Ursula tried to suck in some air to fight against the jacket but the large harness ball gag was chocking her. Ursula tried to balance on the horrible heels but the rigid ankle cuffs prevented her from bracing her self so she found it difficult to do anything. The hood was even more disorienting. 

William fired a starting pistol Ursula began to struggle she tried to pull her arms free to get a bit of slack in any part of the jacket all she managed to do was pull the crotch strap tighter. Ursula continued to struggle the jacket was getting hotter and she was completely out of breath. A buzzer sounder 1 minute. Ursula kept struggling she tried to get some leverage with her legs her stomach she wriggled and struggled all she seemed to do was to confirm the jacket was two tight the buzzer sounder  2 minutes. Ursula fell over onto her side the impact knocked the breath out of her she was stunned for a few seconds then she tried to get up but with he rigid ankle cuffs and no arms plus the high heels she had no chance, the buzzer sounded 3 minutes. Ursula gave up trying to get back up she tried to hook one of her heels into the straps at the back of the jacket but she was no closer to getting free when the buzzer sounded 4 minutes. Ursula rolled round on the floor struggling arching her back kicking out with her legs she didn’t shift one buckle one inch or find a single bit of slack in any part of the jacket soon the buzzer sounded 5 minutes. Things began to get hazy for Ursula she was completely exhausted her mind didn’t register anything she just lay there and panted until the buzzer sounded 8 minutes. Ursula began a half hearted struggle again but when the buzzer sounded 10 minutes Ursula stopped that and broke down sobbing into her gag. William spoke “it looks like Ursula wanted a weeks vacation with nurse pain and discipline. Jackie you escaped after 3 minutes you win 1500 and a new kitchen - plus all the other valuable prizes Good night every body”.

William gestured and the curtains closed Nurse pain and discipline walked over to Ursula they undid the ankle cuffs then removed the uncomfortable shoes then they un-strapped the ends of the sleeves. Ursula thought for one moment that it was just a gimmick and they would let her go. But that second of hope was crushed, Ursula was forced into an excruciatingly tight hog tie. Nurse pain and discipline had two handcuffs one went round Ursula’s right ankle the second went round her left. Ursula’s left ankle was cuffed to a ring on the end of the left sleeve of the straight jacket. Ursula’s right ankle was cuffed to a ring on the end of the right sleeve of her straight jacket. Ursula was picked up like a duffle bag and none to gently thrown in a in padded room the nurses would keep her amused for the week to wait until next weeks show when she would be given the same chance to get out. The nurses would give her a great deal of encouragement to do better. 


